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About This Game

"Put in terms of food, some video games are like wedding cakes, while others bricks of clay. A Shooty Bit is most like a spring
salad -- crunchy, clean, and relatable."

- Chef Jökund, Eastern Cuisine in the Ninety-Fourth Era

In this post-irony world, it's hard to distinguish reality from fiction, and A SHOOTY BIT conforms to neither mold. Eschew the
chains of memorization in favor of refined reflex reactions and shoot for high scores along the chaotic backdrops of Mother

Glorbulon.

What do you even do?

Shoot hundreds of foes across a myriad of different settings

What goes up must come down, and SCORE is no different. Any enemies missed will hurt Mother Glorbulon and the
pilot's rating.

Continue?: Keep things fresh through secret endings, unlockable ships, and multiple modes

Expect nothing -- randomly generated enemy placements means each run will be different

Adaptive and hyperinterconnected difficulty systems never allow for a dull moment
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Megarealistic graphics, sound, and physics create the most immersive experience this side of the arcade

Compete with other pilots via Steam leaderboard support
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Title: A Shooty Bit
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Gameland Arr En Dee
Publisher:
Gameland Studios
Release Date: 20 Feb, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: Intel Core i5-2450M or better

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 3000 or better

Storage: 30 MB available space

Sound Card: Allows you to fully immerse yourself in the audio experience

English
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so this game, it's alright I've only played what felt like a minute of this game. my play time says that ive played way more tho...
weird anyway this game is strangely adictive, it's fast paced, hard af, has a unique movement system, and is a ten-otta-
teeeeeeeeeeeeeen. A true old school scroller with some new school mechanics.

You know when you play an old school game and you think "jeez I'm going to kill my buttons playing this" or "ah I wish I could
have this ability sooner so I can enjoy it" well the dev seems to have spent many years pondering a many of these and made a
genuinely fun game.

I like to run it in a small window while I'm watching something and play but then get captured by the intensity and next thing I
know I've made it to level four and since that takes some serious skill you just can't put it down.

Cannot recommend this enough and it's so cheap off the bat.. A fast paced fun game. For around $2 you can't go wrong..
Addictive and simple - Definitely worth the money!
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